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Description
THILOS dünnflüssig is a mild-smelling impregnation based on solvents that is suitable for absorbing (if necessary
use THILOS Aqua before) and less absorbing undergrounds inside and outside. It is made for giving the surface a
water-, colour-, and oil-rejection with deep effect. The steam permeability remains completely or as far as possible!
THILOS dünnflüssig draws also fast into polished and strongly consolidated surfaces. The processing expenditure
is noticeably reduced. The cleaning afterwards is reduces to a minimum.
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Use
THILOS dünnflüssig is designed for KORODUR™ floorings and also for all kinds of concrete, screed, natural and
synthetic stone. The water and oil-rejecting effect becomes the better, the more THILOS dünnflüssig can be
absorbed by the ground. A test is always recommendable to clarify suitability!
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Preparation
On very dirty underground a basic cleaning with Grundreiniger FORTE should be made before the impregnation.
For basic cleaning on polished concrete, screed, limestone, natural and synthetic stone we recommend the use of
Grundreiniger säurefrei. To ensure the effectiveness of THILOS dünnflüssig, the underground must be dry when
carrying out the impregnation.
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Application
Put THILOS dünnflüssig with a brush, a velours role or a lint free cloth evenly on the ground and let it draw in. It
should be worked wet in wet (flood) to reach an optimal saturation from the beginning. The mark protection is only
then completely given, if the stone surface does not absorb THILOS dünnflüssig any longer. If necessary the
applying should be repeated. If the stone surface absorbs no more material, remove the remaining material with a lint
free and clean (micro fibre) cloth completely. A complete drying time of the finished treated stone surface should be
considered by 24 hours absolutely, because the water- and oil-rejecting effect develops only after this time.
Important: Specific maintenance information exists for various KORODUR™ floorings. Before using
THILOS dünnflüssig read carefully the maintenance information for the choice of cleaning machinery,
cleaning-intervals and other requirements.
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Consumption
The average consumption of THILOS dünnflüssig is 0,15 litres per m². On less absorbing undergrounds it is 0,05
litres per m², on high absorbing undergrounds it is up to 0,3 litres per m². Storage in the unopened original can at
least 12 months. Use opened cans quickly.
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Safety
THILOS dünnflüssig based on isopropanol und isoparaffinic hydrocarbon mixtures.
Working advices:
For the case of wide application in an internal area provide good ventilation, use otherwise protective mask with
guard filter A. In each case protective clothing during the application is recommended, like protective hand gloves or
eye protectors, otherwise the use can lead to serious skin and eye damages.
Disposal:
UN.-Nr.:
Storage:
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disposal code 15 01 10
1993
VbF-class A II, flash point > 30 °C

Packing
Supplied in units of 5 litres, 10 litres, 30 litres and 200 litres.

Limitation of liability: The liability of MKS® for defective products and any claims for damages whatsoever is limited to the purchase price of products. MKS® shall not be liable for any
consequential damages. No other warranty or representation is made or implied. The managing data correspond to the today´s conditions of our knowledge and experiences. They
cannot be supposed and advise only without obligation and contain no guarantee or a warranty of characteristics. The use of our products is to be adapted on the local conditions. We
recommend to accomplish a preliminary test on suitability. And safety requirements take you please from safety data sheets.
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